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 Agored Cymru

Agored Cymru is the Welsh awarding body specialising in meeting the distinct needs 
of learners, employers and communities.

We exist to create fl exible learning opportunities and reward achievement to help 
people of every age and level achieve their full potential.

All our units and qualifi cations are fl exible enough to meet the needs of learners 
in any setting – from schools to FE and from offender learning to training in the 
workplace.  

With over 20 years of experience of designing inclusive learning, our team of specialists 
provides support in developing an accessible and quality assured curriculum. 

We are a charity and social enterprise: we work collaboratively with partners to 
maximise the impact of learning in meeting the diverse needs of communities and 
employers in Wales.

Because we work exclusively in Wales, we are ideally placed to respond to the 
demands of our learners and centres. Our qualifi cations are uniquely tailored to 
the needs and priorities of individuals, communities, employers and the aims of 
a modern Wales. 

We are the Welsh awarding body, working for the benefi t of Wales: our dedicated 
team of specialists is committed to promoting the Welsh language by encouraging 
assessment through the medium of Welsh.

We offer our recognised centres the opportunity to deliver effective lifelong learning, 
widen opportunity and enable progression within current education and training 
frameworks.  

At all times, we are committed to providing a high quality, responsive service to all our 
centres and learners.

Agored Cymru Qualifi cations:

• are charged at certifi cation, which means you only pay for units achieved by learners;

• are available through the medium of Welsh, including certifi cation;

•  enable accreditation of component units to recognise continuing professional 
development (CPD), where full qualifi cations are not required;

•  meet the needs of learners in Wales by developing qualifi cations that respond directly 
to the Welsh agenda;

•  provide a range of fl exible and responsive provision, designed to help learners 
achieve their potential;

•  are designed to suit the needs and priorities of individuals, communities, employers 
and the national aims of a modern Wales.

 Introduction 
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 Qualifi cation Overview

The Agored Cymru Level 5 Diploma in Practitioner Refl exology is designed for learners 
who wish to develop the fundamentals of refl exology practice and be able to adapt 
refl exology treatments for

• the evaluation of an holistic overview of the needs of individuals  

• the treatment of individuals with medically predetermined symptoms of pathologies.

The units form part of the suite within the Level 5 Diploma, where the context and 
application is delivered in conjunction with the other units that form part of the holistic 
approach to this qualifi cation. 

This qualifi cation has been designed to extend the learners’ range and accountability in 
refl exology practice, and to develop progression opportunities in a clinical / professional 
environment.

The qualifi cation has been designed to ensure that the learning is progressive, with a 
starting point based against the Core Curriculum for Refl exology (ISBN: 9780955312281) 
and NOS (CNH1; CNH2; CNH11 - https://tools.skillsforhealth.org.uk/competence_search) 
or the minimum requirements of refl exology practice. Although not specifi cally listed as 
assessment criteria, these are the underpinning foundation from which the specifi c levels 
for minimum achievement of learning expectations is expanded and progressed. 

The qualifi cation encompasses advanced practical and conceptual knowledge with a 
depth of understanding of refl exology in contexts with many interacting factors.

The learner is expected to understand different perspectives, approaches, schools of 
thought and theories while critically analysing, interpreting and evaluating complex 
information and ideas to determine, refi ne and adapt methods / practical skills to address 
the implications for successful treatment. 

The qualifi cation is constructed to ensure that the fundamental defi nition of a refl exology 
specialist practitioner is met: as trained and educated to autonomously manage their own 
practice to assess and treat clients; their professional responsibilities in treatment;  their 
ability to adapt and develop their personal practice; their  responsibilities for health and 
safety requirements, and contra-indications and their business responsibilities.

All learners who undertake the qualifi cation are expected to participate in all of the areas 
of learning contained within the units. Learners are able to opt out of any unit within any 
area of study (for reasons based on protected characteristics, such as religious beliefs, 
gender preference etc) but the qualifi cation cannot be achieved without the completion 
of all aspects of all the units. All learners must be made aware of this expectation before 
commencing the course. 

 Qualifi cation Information

https://tools.skillsforhealth.org.uk/competence_search
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The minimum total qualifi cation time (TQT) or total hours of learning required for the 
qualifi cation amounts to at least 790 hours. This is equivalent to approximately 50 weeks 
of education – more than one academic year (but without contextualisation cannot be 
directly compared to that required in the Core Curriculum (that states that the duration 
of fundamental initial training for Refl exologists is likely to be ‘a minimum of one 
academic year’). 

The level 5 unit ‘Refl exology skills in practice’ HK25CY008 has been designed as a 
prerequisite for the level 5 unit Incremental Development of Applied Refl exology 
Skills in Practice HK25CY007 which itself cannot be completed (but can be delivered 
simultaneously) until the equivalent fi rst unit learning outcomes have been undertaken 
and achieved. 

Entry Requirements

Learners must be at least 18 years of age to undertake this qualifi cation. 

There are no formal academic qualifi cations required for learners to embark on this 
qualifi cation, but centres must ensure that learners are made aware of the level of 
learning and assessment expectations before commencing the course. 

Any prospective learner, over the age of 18, is able to apply to enrol on this qualifi cation. 
Consideration for suitability is dependent upon academic ability, life skills, work skills 
and experiences. All applicants are expected to attend an interview following an on-line 
application to ensure that full information related to course content, course requirements 
and level and coverage of subject matter content are provided and understood before a 
formal offer of admission is given.

To enable the learner to understand the expectation of learning required within this 
qualifi cation the differentials within the total qualifi cation time (TQT) (as defi ned by the 
regulators in England, Wales & NI) are approximated to: 50 week equivalent learning 
cycle (TQT = 790 hours): approximating to

• 6-8 hours week self study & research (300 minimum hours total)

• clinic hours (300 hours minimum)

• 160 hours direct delivery for whole qualifi cation

• Tutorials.

All competency based learning must be tutor assessed as contextualised clinic treatments 
demonstrating incremental development and must be delivered in a work based setting 
where all practitioner procedures and protocols are observed. 

The learners must complete at least the practical elements of the qualifi cation within 
3 years of their start date. 

 Qualifi cation Information
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Delivery Languages 

This qualifi cation is initially available in English and / or Welsh. If this qualifi cation is 
required in other languages, please contact the Business Development team at 
Agored Cymru. BDTeam@agored.cymru

 Offering the Qualifi cations 

This qualifi cation is only available through Agored Cymru recognised centres. If you 
would like to fi nd out more about either becoming a recognised centre or working in 
partnership with a recognised centre, please access the ‘Centre’ area of the website 
or contact a member of the Business Development team for more information.

New centre recognition:  For those centres that do not have the capacity to become 
fully recognised as Agored Cymru centres for delivery of this qualifi cation, partnership 
arrangements (referred to in the units as the Agored Cymru Refl exology Training 
Partnership) can be facilitated. This allows Agored Cymru to incorporate standardisation, 
sharing of best practice and network association of partnership centres across the 
UK and further. Current expectations for partnership new centres wanting to utilise 
the Level 5 Diploma in Practitioner Refl exology involves attendance at a 2 day 
training session with the only fully recognised Agored Cymru centre in Wales 
http://www.centralia.org.uk

If centres choose to join this partnership network, they are advised that there are 
further expectations included within privately set up MoUs that include the Agored 
Cymru recognised centre taking responsibility for the internal quality assurance 
expectations for the partnership  network centres’ qualifi cation delivery and assessment. 

Within this recognised centre partnership network arrangements there is a pre-course 
agreement of course content, available through Centralia http://www.centralia.org.uk 
“base guidance notes” that covers each unit content and assessments. This however, is 
copyrighted to Centralia and therefore would only be available to partnership network 
centres. The recognised centre also co-ordinates the sharing of assessments throughout 
the partnership network.  

If centres choose to operate outside of the partnership network then they must be able 
to put in place equivalent expectations for current practice, course content, standardisation, 
internal quality assurance mechanisms and professional association representation.

 

 Qualifi cation Information

http://www.agored.cymru/Centres
http://www.centralia.org.uk
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Progression Opportunities

The level 5 Diploma in Practitioner Refl exology offers a pathway to a career as a 
Professional Refl exologist. It extends the requirements of practitioner status currently 
at level 3 and develops the learning into an evaluative, justifi ed and applied client 
treatment specifi c practice. The level 5 course is also designed to attract medical and 
health professionals, helping integrate complementary therapies with conventional 
medicine / allopathic practices.

Currently centres throughout Wales, England, Ireland and Northern Ireland that offer the 
L5 route have learners who either enter other complementary therapy studies offered 
within the higher education system or secure new business development (including 
corporate opportunities), either as self employed refl exologists or employed within 
organisations such as the NHS, private hospitals, GP surgeries, hospices and more. 

Embedding Education for Sustainable Development 
and Global Citizenship (ESDGC)

Agored Cymru is committed to the embedding of ESDGC within learning in Wales. 
ESDGC recognises that everyone’s actions are interlinked: the decisions and lifestyles 
of learners impact on the lives of other people throughout the world.  

By integrating ESDGC within the curriculum, Learning and Development practitioners 
can present impartial and practical views that allow learners to make informed 
choices. ESDGC is not an ‘additional subject’: it should be integrated into all areas 
of the curriculum wherever possible.  

There are seven interconnected key themes that have been identifi ed within ESDGC: 
further information can be found on the Welsh Government website.

Each unit includes suggestions for embedding the different ESDGC themes. Please note 
that this is for guidance only and is not intended to restrict the ways in which ESDGC 
can be incorporated.  

NOS and other Standards

The qualifi cation development has been designed to ensure that the learning is 
progressive, with a starting point based against the Core Curriculum for Refl exology 
(ISBN: 9780955312281) and NOS (CNH1; CNH2; CNH11 - https://tools.skillsforhealth.
org.uk/competence_search ) or minimum requirements of refl exology practice. 
Although not specifi cally listed as assessment criteria, these are the underpinning 
foundation from which the specifi c levels for minimum achievement of learning 
expectations is expanded and progressed. 

 Qualifi cation Information

http://gov.wales/topics/educationandskills/allsectorpolicies/europeanandinternational/sustainabledevelop/?lang=en
https://tools.skillsforhealth.org.uk/competence_search
https://tools.skillsforhealth.org.uk/competence_search
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Funding and Charges

Current funding information is available on Qualifi cations in Wales (QiW).  
https://www.qiw.wales/

The current cost of each Agored Cymru qualifi cation depends on the number of credits 
it contains. A minimum charge of £5 applies to any award of 1 credit.

More information can be found on the charges section of the Agored Cymru website.

A discount may be available for organisations registering learners for the full 
qualifi cation from the outset. For further information regarding discounted charges 
and incentives please contact a member of the Business Development team on 
BDTeam@agored.cymru

 Qualifi cation Information

  Unit Mapping 

Refl exology skills in practice NOS: CNH1; CNH2; CMH11
 KSF: Core 3 level 2; HBW 4 level 3; HBW 7 level 3

Incremental Development  NOS: CNH1; CNH2; CMH11
of applied refl exology skills  KSF: Core 3 level 2; HBW 4 level 3; HBW 7 level 3
in practice 

Providing refl exology for  NOS: CNH1; CNH2; CMH11
specifi c conditions KSF: Core 3 level 2; HBW 4 level 3; HBW 7 level 3

Anatomy & physiology  NOS: A 1.1 – A 2.5; CH-M1.2; CH-M2.4; R1.1; R2.4
for refl exology

Business skills for  NOS: H501, H9255
refl exology practice:

http://www.daqw.org.uk/
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 Qualifi cation Content

For all units contained within the Agored Cymru Level 5 Diploma in Practitioner 
Refl exology the Refl exologist must never claim to prescribe for, cure or diagnose any 
condition and must not claim to be able to replace medical healthcare or treatment. 
However, the learner is expected to apply diagnostic analysis following diagnosis of 
allopathic conditions by qualifi ed medical practitioners. 

All units have within them the underlying expectation to include safe working practices 
at all times. Learners must be able to embed into their practices the principles of 
legal responsibilities (policies and protocols), assessed risk to patients, communication, 
professional boundaries, caution and consideration. Learners are expected to be able to 
recognise the limitations of their role and be able to refer to appropriate agencies. 

Complexities of person or health care study expectations: the person or health care 
studies should increase in complexity over the total number of treatments, culminating 
in the learner being able to complete and record all treatment fi ndings in a professional 
manner that could effectively and accurately be interpreted by another practitioner. 

Throughout the duration of the qualifi cation learners develop the skills for being able 
to address problems that are complex and non-routine but fairly well defi ned. They are 
initially expected to take responsibility for overall courses of action as well as exercising 
autonomy and judgement within broad, generally well-defi ned parameters. They will 
begin with having an informed awareness of different perspectives or approaches 
within the area of refl exology. They will be able to review the effectiveness and 
appropriateness of methods, actions and results obtained. 

As they progress through the qualifi cation they will integrate practical, theoretical 
and technological understanding to fi nd ways forward for broadly-defi ned, complex 
contexts. They will be able to determine, adapt and use appropriate methods and skills 
(utilising the understanding of different perspectives, approaches or schools of thought 
and the reasoning behind them) and integrate relevant research or technical developments 
to inform actions. They will take responsibility for planning and developing courses of 
action and exercise autonomy and judgement within broad parameters for client studies.

Once the learner has completed the qualifi cation they will have the ability to refi ne and 
use relevant methods and skills to address complex client scenarios. They will have 
developed their ability to critically analyse, interpret and evaluate information, concepts 
and ideas and apply different perspectives, techniques and approaches in the area of 
applied refl exology. They will be able to take responsibility for planning and developing 
courses of action while exercising broad autonomy and judgement.

 Qualifi cation Content
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 Structure and Content

The Agored Cymru Level 5 Diploma in Practitioner Refl exology has 5 mandatory units. 
The qualifi cation is holistically assessed and progressive, and will only be awarded if 
the learner has been registered for the qualifi cation, rather than individual units.

The assessments for this qualifi cation must include at least practical demonstration 
and portfolio of evidence.

The qualifi cation consists of the following 5 units:

 Qualifi cation Content

   Group A – Mandatory Units – 79 Credits 

  Reference  Agored Cymru Unit Title Level Credit
  Number  Unit Code   Value

HK25CY007 Incremental Development of 
 Applied Refl exology Skills in Practice 5  48

HK25CY006 Providing Refl exology for Specifi c Conditions 5 8

HK25CY008 Refl exology skills in practice 5 10

HK24CY006 Business Skills for Refl exology Practice 4 4

HK24CY005 Anatomy, Physiology & Pathology for Refl exology 4 9
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 Qualifi cation Content

Exemptions

Learners can claim exemption from some of the achievement requirements of this 
qualifi cation using evidence of certifi cated, non-QCF achievement deemed to be of 
equivalent value.

The following exemptions apply:

  Details of Exemption Units

Older Refl exology QALL units

  Unit Level Credit Unit 
  Title   Reference  
   Code

Business Skills for  4 3 HK24CY002
Refl exology Practice 

Anatomy, Physiology 4 10 HK24CY004 
& Pathology for 
Refl exology 

Agored Cymru  Level Credit Additional minimum evidence required  for RPL
Qualifi cation Unit   Value  of qualifi cation units from certifi cated older unit
Titles & Codes    achievement
from September 2016

 5  48 Older Agored Cymru QALL Unit Titles & Code:

   HK25CY003 – Incremental Development of 
   Refl exology Skills in Practice 

   This unit now has a greater focus on applied skills,   
   adaptation of techniques and autonomous practice. 

 Details of RQF Unit which is Exempt from

Units within qualifi cation for which exemption 
can be applied

  Unit Level Credit Unit 
  Title   Reference  
   Code

Business Skills for  4 4 HK24CY006
Refl exology Practice 

Anatomy, Physiology  4 9 HK24CY005
& Pathology for 
Refl exology 

Mapping of older Agored Cymru Refl exology QALL units to the units 
within this qualifi cations: 

If learners require RPL from the older QALL based refl exology units across to the 
new qualifi cation based units the following additional evidence must be provided to 
facilitate the implementation of the RPL process:

HK25CY007 Incremental 
Development of Applied 
Refl exology Skills 
in Practice
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Agored Cymru  Level Credit Additional minimum evidence required  for RPL
Qualifi cation Unit   Value  of qualifi cation units from certifi cated older unit
Titles & Codes    achievement
from September 2016

HK25CY007 Incremental    This unit requires an additional 280 hours of
Development of Applied   non-supervised applications of varied techniques
Refl exology Skills in Practice   within a clinic based practice learning time with the 

credit value changed from 20 to 48. These clinic 
sessions have to incorporate applied techniques 
and adaptation of session inclusions specifi c to 
rationalised client requirements. Clinic notes must 
include rationalisation of techniques implemented 
with progressive critical refl ection of own 
practice. Learners must be able to apply different 
perspectives and approaches for various client.

    Additional learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria  included within the unit must be evidenced: 
specifi cally within this unit

   •  LO2: Understand the psychology and pathology 
of stress and eustress and their effects on illness 
and health

   •  AC2.1: Adapt refl exology techniques to facilitate a 
short treatment specifi c to stress

    The learner must apply Neuro-Endo-Psycho-
Immuno-Pody (NEPIP) using a revised Duopody 
style Nervous /Endocrine/Immune system short 
treatment that is specifi c to stress, and includes 
focus on the limbic system.

    The learner must present evidence to explain 
the concept of evidence-based practice, critically 
evaluate a range of research undertaken on the 
use of refl exology in reducing stress and draw 
conclusions on the support for the use of refl exology 
in reducing stress
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Agored Cymru  Level Credit Additional minimum evidence required  for RPL
Qualifi cation Unit   Value  of qualifi cation units from certifi cated older unit
Titles & Codes    achievement
from September 2016

HK25CY006 Providing  5 8 Older Agored Cymru QALL Unit Titles & Code:
Refl exology for Specifi c    HK25CY005 - Providing Refl exology for Specifi c
Conditions   Conditions

    This unit requires and additional 40 hours of learning 
time with the credit value changed from 4 to 8.

    The additional evidence must refl ect the 
incorporation of applied competency.

    The learner must provide evidence of the ability 
to assess and interpret reproductive health and 
maternity care, adapting treatments for the use in 
pregnancy settings.

    The learner must provide evidence of the ability 
to assess and interpret palliative care settings, 
adapting treatments for the use in palliative care..

    The learner must present evidence of having 
Critically evaluated published research in the use of 
refl exology for specifi c conditions and identiofi ed 
areas for potential future research.

HK25CY008 Refl exology 5 10 Older Agored Cymru QALL Unit Titles & Code:
Skills in Practice   HK25CY002 – Refl exology for Practitioners 

    This unit requires and additional 50 hours of learning 
time with the credit value changed from 5 to 10. 

    The additional evidence must refl ect the 
interpretation of the refl exology environment 
and common standards and must review the 
effectiveness and appropriateness of methods used 
in practical application.

    The practical elements must include some 
autonomous practice as well as supervised skills 
competencies, with the competencies applied to 
well defi ned, complex and non-routine situations.
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Agored Cymru  Level Credit Additional minimum evidence required  for RPL
Qualifi cation Unit   Value  of qualifi cation units from certifi cated older unit
Titles & Codes    achievement
from September 2016

HK24CY006 Business 4 4 Older Agored Cymru QALL Unit Titles & Code:
Skills for Refl exology   HK24CY002 - Business Skills for Refl exology 
Practice   Practice

   None – equivalency of units

HK24CY005 - Anatomy, 4 9 Older Agored Cymru QALL Unit Titles & Code:
Physiology & Pathology   HK24CY004 - Anatomy, Physiology & Pathology 
for Refl exology   for Refl exology

   None – equivalency of units

Total Qualifi cation Time is 790 hours with GLH within this amounting to 160 hours. This overall increase 
in learning time within the qualifi cation structure is mostly due to recognising the time required to 
complete the autonomous competency practical elements of the qualifi cation. Although it is anticipated 
that the delivery time may be completed over a (1 year) fi fty two week period, the completion of the 
autonomous competency based elements may take longer. Therefore to facilitate the assessment of 
current practice a learner has 3 years in which to complete all elements of the qualifi cation before the 
relevance and current status of their professional practice needs to be reviewed. 

The previously available QALL units have a last registration date of 30th September 2016 and learners 
have two years to complete these in order to meet the last certifi cation date of 30th September 2018.

 Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)

For this qualifi cation, units can be recognised through RPL. All evidence for RPL must 
be internally and externally verifi ed.

Centres must follow the ‘Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) Policy and Procedure‘.

Units 

Agored Cymru Level 5 Diploma in Practitioner Refl exology
http://www.agored.cymru/Units-and-Qualifi cations/Qualifi cation/127499

http://www.agored.cymru/Units-and-Qualifications/Qualification/127499
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 Registration

Centres must register all learners within 40 working days of the start date of the 
course/learner. 

 Assessment 

Centres design and deliver the assessment for this qualifi cation and must adhere to 
Agored Cymru’s quality assurance requirements of delivering this qualifi cation, 
or any unit(s) from this qualifi cation.

The QA requirements which may require assessors and/or internal verifi ers to have 
specifi c competencies can be found on the units.

Centres must ensure that the assessment is fi t for purpose. The assessment must 
allow all learners to generate evidence to meet all assessment criteria and all 
learning outcomes see Guide to Assessment. Centres must use the prescribed 
assessment methods, where stated. 

Assessors must:

• have current and/or relevant experience in assessing;

•  have undertaken relevant training if new to assessing (see website for Agored Cymru 
Introduction to Assessment courses);

• have good knowledge and understanding of Agored Cymru assessment requirements;

• be familiar with the level of the unit(s)/qualifi cation(s) being delivered;

•  have good subject knowledge and understanding and/or experience of the unit(s)/
qualifi cation(s) being assessed.

Assessors do not currently need to have a formal assessment qualifi cation to assess 
Agored Cymru and/or NOCN units and/or qualifi cations, unless stated in the qualifi cation 
guide or unit specifi cation. However, Agored Cymru strongly recommends that 
assessors work towards formal accreditation (e.g. Level 3 Certifi cate in Assessing 
Vocational Achievement). In addition, Agored Cymru strongly recommends that 
assessors attend Agored Cymru’s Introduction to Assessment training that is free of 
charge to recognised centres. Dates of when training events are held can be found here.

 Quality Assurance Processes

http://www.agored.org.uk/getfile.aspx?fileid=2879
http://www.agored.cymru/Training-and-Events
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 Internal Quality Assurance

 Centres are required to verify all assessments through their internal quality assurance 
processes - Guide to Internal Verifi cation.

Internal quality assurers must:

• have current and/or relevant experience in assessing and internal verifi cation; 

•  have undertaken relevant training if new to internal quality assurance (see website 
for Agored Cymru Introduction to Internal Verifi cation courses);

•  have good knowledge and understanding of Agored Cymru internal verifi cation 
requirements.

 External Quality Assurance

This qualifi cation is subject to external quality assurance by Agored Cymru.

 Reasonable Adjustments and Special Considerations

 Centres must consult the Reasonable Adjustments Policy and Special Consideration for 
Adjustments Policy if learners require any adjustments to the assessment process.

Retention of Assessment Materials

 Current information on retention of evidence can be found at 
Retention of Assessment Materials Policy

 Standardisation

 Current information on Agored Cymru standardisation workshops can be found on 
our website http://www.agored.cymru/Events/Standardisation

 Certifi cation

Centres receive certifi cates from Agored Cymru within 15 working days of the 
submission of a correctly completed claim sheet.

Centres are required to distribute certifi cates to all learners promptly.

 Quality Assurance Processes

http://www.agored.org.uk/getfile.aspx?fileid=369
http://agored.cymru/File/3693
http://agored.cymru/File/3686
http://agored.cymru/File/3686
http://agored.cymru/File/3684
http://www.agored.cymru/Events/Standardisation
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